Hello there, our dream is to help you make great happen

University Pathways

Payment options

Student satisfaction

Sharpen your study skills for future tertiary success

An ideal qualification for those who've been away from formal education for several years. Learn the skills needed for successful tertiary study including time management, problem solving, mathematics, research and assignment writing skills, exam strategies and seminar presentation skills. You'll graduate with the confidence to tackle tertiary assessments with ease and a clear knowledge of expectations.

LOCATION/S

Toowoomba

DURATION

Full time: up to 6 months / up to 32 hours per week
Part time: up to 1 year / up to 16 hours per week

Course delivery options

WORKLOAD

LOCATION

DELIVERY

Part time
up to 16 hours per week
Toowoomba
Classroom

Full time
up to 32 hours per week
Toowoomba
Classroom

Entry requirements

You must be at least 18 years of age or must turn 18 years of age within 6 months

Resources required

- Maths – Scientific Calculator (Casio FX82)
- personal stationery (pens and paper)
- a valid email

Important Information

If you have not completed year 10, ...

What are my payment options?

No matter what your circumstances, TAFE Queensland South West has a payment option to suit you. If you are unsure of what's right for you, call us on 1300 914 754. We're here to help.

FULL FEE $4,185

SUBSIDISED $1,521

CONCESSION $855

This is the total cost of the course.

Got a question?
Enquire about your full fee study options

The Queensland Government will offset the cost of study for eligible students. You will still need to pay for a portion of your study costs. The amount above is what you will need to pay.

You are eligible for the concession price of a course if you are eligible for subsidised training, and are listed on an Australian Government Low Income Health Care Card or Pensioner Concession Card, if you are Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander, you hold a Department of Veterans' Affairs Pensioner Concession Card, or if you have a disability.

Accurate as at 26 April 2018. For the latest information see:
tafesouthwest.edu.au/course/14690

RTO 0275
CRICOS 03020E
University pathways

If you want to go on to further study at university, TAFE Queensland has a pathway option to get you there. In many cases, completing one of our diplomas will give you a full year of credit towards a degree with one of our partner universities. That means cutting down the amount of time you need to complete your degree, or even enrolling straight into the second year of your university course.

More info:
Learn more about University Pathways

Our pathway partners include:

---

Outcome
10397NAT Certificate IV in Adult Tertiary Preparation

University pathways

Job prospects
- Further education at TAFE or University

Language and Learning specialisation
ATPPRE401A Plan and prepare for study Core

ATPALS401A Research, plan and present academic essays, reports and reflections Core
ATPALS402A Write academically to persuade/argue and critically analyse, and present academic speeches Core

Computing specialisation
ATPCOM401A Use software to create academic documents, presentations and spreadsheets Elective
ATPCOM402A Use advanced computer technology skills to research online and create complex academic documents Elective

Mathematics specialisation
ATPGMA401A Use and apply mathematics in real world applications Elective
ATPGMA402A Use and apply financial mathematics, probability and statistics in real world applications Elective

Psychology specialisation
ATPPSY401A Apply contemporary approaches and knowledge of biological influences to understand human psychology Elective
ATPPSY402A Apply theories relating to development, behaviour and society to understand human psychology Elective

Units

The successful achievement of this qualification requires you to complete 9 units in total, including 3 core units and 6 elective units.

---

Disclaimer
The elective units available may vary between locations, delivery modes and intakes.